Lesson 1 – 30 mins per day

Year 4 Home Learning 22-26 June
English

Resources

This week you’ll continue to explore, with
styles of writing. You’ll be focussing on a
stunning picture book called 'Flotsam' (PDF of
all pages) by David Wiesner.
You’ll be writing a story using the image to
observe, wonder and infer - allowing your
imagination to flow, making a glossary using
sea-themed words, persuade an audience to
purchase an underwater camera, whilst using
fronted adverbials, speech, adjectives, similes,
alliteration and question marks. Enjoy this
week’s challenge!

All the resources and links are in the PDF,
which has been attached.
Monday Day 1 Learning - Glossary
Tuesday Day 2 Learning - Observe,
Wonder and Infer
Wednesday Day 3 Learning - Persuade
Thursday & Friday Day 4 & 5 Learning Dilemma + Write your own 'Flotsam'
For a little fun, you may want to design
your own flotsam underwater city, like
the one in the book on page 15, 16 or 27.

Get creative Elli unicorns!

Spelling
Spelling this week is a Special focushomophones

Spelling - Special focus – Homophones
How many other homophones can you
make a note of? Can you write the
meaning of some. E.g. bare + bear

Lesson 2 – 30 mins per day

Maths

Resources

The lessons this week revise writing,
comparing, ordering and rounding decimals.

White Rose Maths Summer Term Wk 8
W/C 15th June
Each day click on the BBC Bitesize link
beside the video. Then click on Year 4.
This will take you to the daily lessons.
Then follow the instructions below.
Lesson 1 – Writing decimals- Click on 15th
June maths
Lesson 2 – Compare decimals – Click on
16th June maths
Lesson 3 – Order decimals – Click on 17th
June maths
Lesson 4 – Round decimals – Click on 18th
June maths
Lesson 5 - Multiplication Tables practice
using an app or resource of your choice.
Extra Challenge – Solve the problems
below.
Roman Numerals Take Three Numbers

The teaching videos are from White Rose, but
we no longer have access to the activity
sheets, therefore click on the BBC Bitesize link
beside the video. This will give you more
interactive activities and then a choice of
worksheets to complete.
Remember we are working 1 week behind
with the White Rose scheme, so you will
need to scroll and click on Week 8- W/C 15th
June

Other

Lesson 3 – 30 mins per day

Science
L.O. Can I create a branching classification key
to sort and identify local invertebrates?
Scientists find it helpful to have a classification
key to identify living things. Think about the
minibeasts you found last week and see if you
can classify them by asking questions using a
branching key. See page 18 of mini beast pack
for a branching key. You can use different
questions. You will need to be a yeti to
complete this challenge.
Topic- Recent events - Equality for all
In the light of recent events around the world
and protests about equality and how
everyone should be treated equally we would
like you to think about this at home this week
and talk with adults in your home. See the
power point for things to discuss and
activities.

Resources
Classification keys
Minibeast pack
Page 18

Equality For All - Black Lives Matter

MFL
Mrs Goulden has set up a German learning
page for you to access new resources each
week. Click on the link to find out more.

Modern Foreign Languages

ART
Have a go at drawing, colouring or painting
beautiful, coloured, detailed Rangoli patterns.
Rangoli is a type of art that started in India
and the patterns are thought to bring good
luck. Hindus create them for Diwali.

Rangoli designs

R/E
Diwali (means row of lighted lamps), the
Hindu festival of light, welcomes the Hindu
new year and honours the goddess, Lakshmi –
the goddess of wealth. It also celebrates the
story of Rama and Sita who return to their
kingdom after 14 years in exile, guided home
by divas (tiny lights).
Task: Watch the clips then design and make
edible divas for lunch or tea by cutting out
vegetable shapes or cheese and adding them
to crackers or maybe design a sweet version
on a biscuit. Don’t forget to send us a
photograph of your delicious designs.

Diwali- The Festival of Light

Print a rangoli pattern to colour

The Story of Rama and Sita
Diwali quiz

Challenge: Try the quiz. How much can you
remember about Diwali?
Every day, try and find time for:
At least 20 minutes reading
10 minutes practising spellings
10 minutes practising times tables
20 minutes aerobic exercise – get your heart beating a bit faster and your muscles stretching!

